
  
 
 

SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY AND THE UGANDAN HAUTE COUTURE VISUAL 
AESTHETIC: ARTICULATING THE CONTEMPORARY VALUE OF PAST 
TRADITIONS 

Abstract 

The stride backwards to move forward by Ugandan fashion designer-artists amidst modern 

fashion aesthetic innovations, has repositioned the past traditions as valuable in the contemporary 
21st century times. The interrogation of nine Ugandan contemporary haute couture shaped by past 

traditions, and representing aspects related to social sustainability, aimed at generating an 

understanding for the backward stride. The process instigated the emergence of a discourse that 
articulates the nexus between haute couture, past traditions and social sustainability in the 21st 

century. 

The nexus illuminates the contemporary role of past traditions through the fashion creative 

practice. As original contribution to knowledge the study confirms that when past traditions evolve 

in new contexts, they stay innovatively relevant to society and as buffers against currents including 

globalization. Through the examined methodologies of archiving cultural accounts and socio- 

cultural contexts, the actions of re-enacting the concepts for translation into physical material 

interpretations, led to rethought creative processes and development of materials in new formats. 

The new processes and formats are a progression of culture and a value addition that fetch higher 

returns. Thus, the experience provides important insight for pragmatic artistic possibilities towards 

the development of the creative economies. The study has also established and illuminated how 

creative practitioners contribute to the sustainable development agenda. This has also augmented 

the social sustainability conceptual framework with notions that underpin the role of the social 

perspective in the sustainable development agenda. In addition, fashion designer-artists have 

emerged as possible partners in knowledge publication, leveraging the aura of haute couture 

artefacts as potential dissemination platforms through socio-cultural intervention initiatives. The 

haute couture artefact is a new frame for publishing intellectual knowledge to all including the 

non-academic who are marginalized by the current and renowned knowledge publication 

platforms. Finally, the role of materiality as an agential force has been reinforced through the 

contemporaneity of the traditional aesthetic. 



 
  
 
 

Data for this study was attained mainly underpinned by the theoretical grounding of the 

‘Circuit of Culture’ and Shils’ theory of tradition, guided by the focused ethnography design. 

Through a qualitative inquiry, the trajectory of nine haute couture artefacts framed by past 

traditions and exhibiting aspects related to the global sustainability agenda revealed various issues: 

The past traditions evolve through time and contexts, the selected creators of the artefacts, are 

globally located within their practice, and the traditional aesthetic they explore embodies aspects 

that practically support, and also shape notions of the global agenda of sustainable development. 

It was also discovered that, when creatively re-enacted, the traditional aesthetic is revalued through 

new roles reinterpreting its’ frame as a visual expression of embodied associations. It thus becomes 

a language of social expression. Lastly, the study unveiled that, past traditions are used to navigate 

challenging environments and narratives within the globalized contemporary society. The study 

interpreted these findings to mean that past traditions are an engender of the sustainable 

development agenda through the social dimension, the aesthetic shapes and fosters inclusive 

knowledge dissemination platforms due to the culturally grounded traditional frame, and it is an 

agential force that facilitates the negotiation of contemporary global society dynamics. Thus, the 

past traditions are a progressive and working aesthetic in contemporary times. 
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